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2030 Deadline for net zero

Emissions Real world 
emissions

87.9% of all of the vehicles 
registered were imported 

Carbon footprint / Lifecycle -
Real world carbon footprint / 
lifecycle



PM levels from Brake dust? Cars 
weights increased by ~200kg

Lithium battery dumping? 2000 
cycles out of a battery

Consumption of the planet is 12 
times faster than the recovery

Something, somewhere, has to 
give

Imagine if UK SMEs had some 
answers



Logistics

35% increase in shopping online

53% increase in Van deliveries 
during COVID

36,000 people die each year from 
emissions because they are 
shopping online*

*BMJ 2018;362:k3632



The Problem

£141Bn



Loughborough Uni

350 vans delivering parcels each day

Average 90,000 miles pa driven around campus

150 Universities in UK

Pedestrian Accidents at Universities  

Ranked #1





Make Universities 
safer and the air 
cleaner

A Westfield locker on wheels -
consolidation
ONE Pod reduces van deliveries 
by 23%!
Pure electric
Bio Composite recyclable 
bodywork
Graphene Battery 100,000 
cycles
Solar Assist
Completed over 10,000 Km



London Heathrow Airport

Un-economic to run bus from car 
park to departures (20% loading)

Takes 26 mins to get to 
departures

Electric bus does not solve the 
issue of loading or journey time!





An On-demand 
Passenger transport 
system

Pure electric autonomous pods

Saves 20,000 bus journeys / pa

Saves 50,000 Tons of carbon /pa

Journey time 6 mins

Customers served 99.8% in 
under a minute

Completed 7M Km taking 4M 
commercial passengers



University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust

£70M spent on transport each year

Nationally £300M lost / exp / return 
pharmacy drugs

People waiting times for pharmacy 
drugs increased 50% last year alone





Reduce waiting 
times

Pure electric autonomous 
minipod

Direct from robotic pharmacy to 
ward / outpatients

Temp controlled

Reduce waiting time from 1 
hour to 20 mins

Doubled patient throughput



Rubbish!

Council contracts clean street once a week 

Full power sweeping and vacuum for a 
feather or brick

Emissions poor driving to destination with 
2T of H2O and then back again to depot

Driver shortage





If we were SMART 
rubbish collectors

Pure electric autonomous road 
sweeper
Rubbish detection
Rubbish categorisation
Hot swappable Hopper (30 
seconds)
Live emissions monitoring 
GPS location marks of foreign 
objects
Asset Mgmt
Clean only when needed too



Ports - Antwerp

Repetitive short hop journey 14/hr, 
1 mile 

Diesel powered vehicles (Red / Non 
Euro)

Antwerp 15,000 vehicles average 
manufacture date 1996

Driver shortage





If we could move 
using graphene?

Recyclable

No exothermic reaction

Approx. 100,000 cycles

Lightweight taking nearly 
300kg out of the Cargopod

Charge the vehicle in 2 mins





If we could inspire the future

82,636 Pupil interaction and counting
47 Minipods built by schools over the UK
47 Minipods programmed by schools over the UK



If we could inspire the future

82,636 Pupil interaction and counting
47 Minipods built by schools over the UK
47 Minipods programmed by schools over the UK

ZERO TEACHERS INJURED!





If we supported our UK 
supply chain

One single platform

All IP developed and owned 
in the UK

76.2% Supply chain in the 
Midlands

89.7% bought in the UK

17.6% of parts delivered by 
Electric vehicle

92% of people live within 5 
miles of the factory

35.3% of our waste is 
recycled

53.1% of our vehicles can be 
recycled

Our dedicated Team and Partners are the heartbeat of our 
technology!





Once you pod, you cant stop!


